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When you enter DDLIST on the ISPF command line did you know that an
ISPF command table is referenced for the specifics on the command to
actually execute?

ISPF command tables provide an easy way to provide quick access to frequently used
ISPF applications from any, or application-specific, ISPF panel. This article will provide
an overview of the standard ISPF tables provided with the product along with a short
discussion of some add-on tools to provide greater access to the command tables for the
systems programmer as well as the average user.

SYSTEM-SUPPORTED ISPF COMMAND TABLES

ISPF, by default, ships with one ISPF command table enabled and configured,
ISPCMDS, which includes many of the standard ISPF commands such as DDLIST,
COLOR, REFLISTD, and more. The ISPCMDS table is available to any ISPF panel
under any ISPF Application ID.

Command tables are normal ISPF tables with a requirement that they end with CMDS.
The tables are stored in the allocated ISPF Table library (ISPTLIB) or allocated via LIBDEF
before an ISPF application is invoked with a NEWAPPL (this is because the command table
must be allocated and available when the new ISPF Applid is started).

IBM has recommended against updating this table for some time and IBM provides
two site-specific tables for local customization. The installation systems programmer
uses the ISPF configuration dialog to define these tables. See FIGURE 1 for an example
REXX exec that can be used to determine the prefix used for your installations Site and
User ISPF Command Tables. This example also reports if the Site command table is to
be searched (used) before or after (B or A) the system ISPCMDS command table.

The Site and User ISPF command tables are provided to allow the installation to
customize a Site command table that can be used by everyone in the installation. The
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User ISPF command table can be customized
and allocated for use by individuals or groups,
with each individual or group having their
own ISPF User command table loaded and
used from a different data set.

An ISPF Command Table is a non-keyed
table with four required fields. These fields are:

ISPF COMMAND TABLE TOOLS

IBM’s ISPF Option 3.9 – The
Command Table Utility

The first tool to mention is the one provided
by IBM. It is found off the ISPF Primary
Options Menu (ISR@PRIM) as option 3.9
(see FIGURE 2). Notice that this dialog starts
with a prompt for the ISPF Command Table to
be processed. It also displays the information
on the current application table (based on the
ISPF Application ID currently active), the
User and Site command tables, and the System
command table, in the order in which they will
be searched.

FIGURE 3 illustrates the ISPF 3.9 Command
Table Utility open on the System ISPCMDS
commands table. As you can see, when working
with an existing and open ISPF command table,
the table may only be viewed. FIGURE4 illustrates
how to use the utility on an unopened ISPF com-
mand table (which in this case is a new table).

ISPFCMDS – User Command
Many of the systems programmers and

application programmers that I know have a set
of ISPF applications that they use on a frequent
basis. Some programmers have created their
own ISPF User command table. Others have

created tools to dynamically update the active
ISPF command tables so that they can have
quick access to the applications they prefer to
use from an easy-to-access ISPF command.

I have developed a REXX exec that can be
executed once the user has started ISPF, which
will add the user’s commands to the ISPF
command table. This command is called
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/* rexx */
address ispexec
“Vget (zsctpref zuctpref zsctsrch)”
say “Site command table prefix:” zsctpref
say “User command table prefix:” zuctpref
say “Search order Before or After ISPCMDS for Site table:” zsctsrch

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE REXX TO LIST SITE AND USER COMMAND TABLE PREFIXES

FIGURE 2: ISPF OPTION 3.9 – COMMAND TABLE UTILITY

FIGURE 3: ISPF 3.9 COMMAND TABLE UTILITY OPEN ON ISPCMDS

Field Description

ZCTVERB The ISPF command that
the user enters on the
ISPF command line.

ZCTTRUNC The number of significant
characters that must be
entered to recognize the
command. A value of 0
will not allow an
abbreviation.

ZCTACT The ISPF action:
Select PGM(…)
Parm(…)
Select CMD(…..)
Select PANEL(…)
…

ZCTDESC A Description of the
command
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ISPFCMDS and is really a generalized func-
tion exec that should be called by another
REXX exec or CLIST. See FIGURE 5 for an
example of calling this command.

The syntax is: %ispfcmds table-name verb
truncation action

Note that table-name may be * to use the
default table (as determined by the exec).

This command will dynamically add com-
mands to any open ISPF command table. If the
command table is specified as an * then the com-
mands will be added to the first valid table in this
order: User ISPF Commands Table, Site ISPF
Commands Table. If neither a Site or User table
is defined, then the commands will be added to
the active Application ISPF Commands Table or
to the system ISPF command table ISPCMDS if
the application does not have a command table.

The example in FIGURE 5 illustrates calling
the ISPFCMDS command to add three com-
mands to the User ISPF command table.

The first adds command DD to invoke
the ISRDDN command. This provides a
faster interface to ISRDDN than the IBM-
provided DDLIST command (which can
not be abbreviated).

The second adds an enhanced edit (EE)
command that invokes the Serena Startools
PDS command. This option illustrates that
you can pass a command a parameter using
the &ZPARM keyword. EE is a fast path to a
data set from which members can be edited,
browsed, etc.

The last adds the TASID command to the
table. This command will invoke the TASID
command written by Doug Nadel, which is
used and appreciated by systems programmers
around the world. While this command has not
been updated for some time, you will probably
find it very useful. It can be downloaded from
http://www.sillysot.com/mvs/index.html?tasid
.htm.

The approach illustrated (in FIGURE 5) can
also be used within an ISPF application CLIST
or REXX Exec to add application-specific
commands to the local ISPF command table.

FASTPATH – VIEW ACTIVE ISPF
COMMANDS

The FASTPATH command is an ISPF
application written in REXX that displays the
currently active ISPF commands, including
commands from the User, Site, System, and
the active Application command tables.

FIGURE 6 illustrates the FASTPATH com-
mand display. Notice that my installation has
placed an eye-catcher at the far right of the

description field to identify the command
table easily. It reveals that the command is a
locally defined command.

FASTPATH allows the user to View (option
V) the command table entry, to display any
Help panels created (option H), or to execute
the command (option S). Note that commands
that are ALIAS can not be executed. The Help
panel is a custom panel that an installation can
create of the format $ followed by the first
seven characters of the command name.

SUMMARY

The ISPF command tables provide a simple
way to easily make commonly used ISPF
commands available to all users via the Site
command table, or selected users via the User
command table. Using the ISPFCMDS tool,
each individual ISPF user now has the ability
to dynamically define their own set of ISPF
commands, which will be available for the life

of their current ISPF session. The use of
ISPFCMDS can also be used by ISPF applica-
tion developers to add application-specific
commands to the command table for use by
their users. FASTPATH provides an easy way
for both systems programmers and end users
to determine the currently available ISPF com-
mands and to invoke them if they wish to.

Both the ISPFCMDS and FASTPATH tools
are available on the author’s Web site at
http://www.lbdsoftware.com for free down-
load, along with many other useful tools and
documentation.  
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FIGURE 4: ISPF 3.9 COMMAND TABLE UTILITY OPEN ON A NEW TABLE (XCMDS)

— — — — — — — — — — — —  ISPF Fast Path Commands  — — — — — — Row 1 of 163
Command ===>                                                Scroll ===> CSR

Command Options:  Find xxx    Locate xxx
Line Options:     S -Execute command  H -Display help  V -View entry

Sel  Command  Description

_    ACTIONS SWITCH TO ACTION BAR
_    AFP    Invoke Kaiser AFP Dialogs                    @kfh
_    AO     Invoke OPS/MVS Dialog                         @UKFH
_    AOES   Invoke AOES automation application            @UKFH
_    BACKWARD SCROLL UP
_    BOOKADM BookManager Read Front-end Admin Application   @UKFH
_    BOOKMAN BookManager Read Front-end Application         @kfh
_    BOTTOM  SCROLL TO BOTTOM
_    BR      IBM’s Command line Browse interface           @kfh
_    BRLPA   Browse LPA                                    @UKFH
_    BRPRINT Print the current dataset in browse           @UKFH

FIGURE 6: SAMPLE FASTPATH DISPLAY

/* rexx */
“%ispfcmds user dd 0 select pgm(isrddn)”
“%ispfcmds user ee 0 select cmd(pds &zparm)”
“%ispfcmds user tasid 2 select cmd(tasid)”

FIGURE 5: SAMPLE REXX EXEC THAT CALLS ISPFCMDS
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